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Abstract

The broadband reduction of the specular reflections by sonic crystals (SCs) is theoretically and experimentally reported in this work. The analysed system consists of a sound source radiating a SC made of acoustically rigid scatterers embedded in water partially covering an open cavity. By comparison with a reference flat reflector, we observe that reflected waves spread in space as a consequence of the spatially modulated properties of the SC. Moreover, due to the different working frequency ranges of the SC a significant noise reduction is produced in a broadband region. Therefore, due to the spreading of the reflected waves, the system produces a broadband noise reduction in the area of the source. In particular, the noise reduction is close to 2 dB for the two octaves emitted by our source, which represents a decrease of 37% of the acoustic energy. The results shown in this work constitute a proof of concept for the use of SCs as broadband-noise reduction systems at the launch pad. An approach to the geometry of the Vega launch vehicle the European Space Agency is proposed and the limitations of the study are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Sonic crystals (SCs) are artificial structures made of periodic arrangements of solid scatterers embedded in a host fluid medium. The materials constituting the scatterers and the fluid host present high contrast in their physical properties (i.e., in density, $\rho$, and sound velocity, $c$) [1]. Usually SCs are made of solid cylinders of metal [2], plastic [3] or wood [4] embedded in a fluid (usually air [5] or water [6]). The dispersion relation of such systems has been dramatically exploited during the last years to control acoustic waves for several purposes, as for example noise reduction [7], waveguiding [4], focusing [8], collimating [9, 10] or localizing [11] waves. Perhaps, the most known property of SCs is the presence of band gaps, ranges of frequencies in which the propagation of waves is evanescent due to the destructive interference produced by the Bragg reflections. Figure 1 shows the dispersion relation of a small-scale additively manufactured SC with square periodicity in two dimensions (shown in the inset) when it is embedded in water ($\rho_{\text{host}} = 1000 \text{ kg/m}^3$, $c_{\text{host}} = 1450 \text{ m/s}$). Red regions represent the directional band gaps of the structure, appearing around the Bragg’s frequency, $f_a/c_{\text{host}} = \frac{1}{2}$ (a being the lattice constant of the SC, i.e., the distance between the centre of the rods).

Reflection of waves by this kind of structures is, in general, non-specular and produces diffusiveness of the sound field. Particularly, SCs of finite dimensions have been shown as efficient sound diffusers not only in the high frequency range, but also at low frequencies, by means of different mechanisms, mixing both periodic and finite size effects [12]. SCs also improve the diffusion when compared to other structures proposed in the literature (being the Schroeder diffuser [13] the paradigmatic example), in particular at low frequencies.

In this work, we experimentally and theoretically report the broadband reduction of the amplitude of specular reflections by using a SC made of metal scatterers embedded in water. The analysed system consists of an acoustic source that radiates waves into a SC placed over an open cavity. By comparison with a reference flat reflector, we observe that the reflected waves spread in space as a consequence of the spatially modulated properties of the SC. Moreover, as the SC works in a large range of frequencies, the noise reduction is broadband. Therefore, due to the spreading of reflected waves, the system produces a broadband noise reduction in the area between the source and the SC.

The results of this study constitute a proof of concept in which the main motivation is to incorporate SCs in future launch-pad designs as a broadband noise reduction system for aerospace applications [14]. Recent studies show
the relevance of noise reduction in the launch pad during the lift-off of launch vehicles, since it is predicted to improve both the reliability and the operations of future launchers [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. In fact, the acoustic loads experienced by the launch vehicle occur with strong interaction between the rocket and the launch facility, putting at risk the missions with potentially high economic cost. Thus, the reduction of the acoustic levels in the vicinity of the launch vehicle is an important factor that should be taken into consideration early in the design of the launch site. The results shown in this work are a first proof of concept for the use of SCs as broadband-noise reduction systems at the launch pad. Our proposal, unlike other recent approaches [20, 21], does not exclude the use of other noise reduction mechanisms as water deluge.

The work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the problem analysed in this work as well as the parameters used for the characterization of the physical properties of the structure. In Section 3 we present the diffusion produced by a single SC in order to introduce the concept of diffusion as well as the different working regimes of the SCs. In Section 4 we describe the experimental setup and the different SCs experimentally tested. Experimental data of the system are presented in Section 5, showing the results of the diffusion coefficient as well as the reduction of the reflected field near the SCs. In Section 6 the application of SCs as a noise reduction system in future launch pads is introduced, discussing the real-scale geometry and SCs proposed for the Vega launch site of the European Space Agency [22], as well as the limitations of the scale-model. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the conclusions of the work.

2. Definition of the problem

2.1. The geometry

The structure under analysis in this work is made of two main elements as shown in Fig. 2 (a): (i) the SC (in blue) and (ii) the cavity, that is, the air volume confined between the SC and a rigid backing (in grey). The SC is made of an arrangement of \( n \times m \) square rod scatterers of side length \( l \) (\( n \) is the number of columns and \( m \) the number of rows of the SC). The scatterers are considered acoustically rigid (high contrast between the mechanical properties of the host and the scatterers) and they are placed by following a square array which lattice constant is \( a \) (see also in Fig. 2 (a) the unit cell). Therefore, the filling fraction is defined as \( F = l^2/a^2 \). The length \( h \) determines the distance between the bottom of the cavity and the last row of the SC.

In this work we will consider the case of linear propagation (small amplitude propagation). At this stage it is worth noting here that, if the host fluid is chosen with the proper viscosity, the problem is fully scalable, and the results can be normalized with respect to the characteristic scale of the system (lattice constant, \( a \)) and with respect to the host medium properties (sound velocity, \( c_{\text{host}} \)). Then, the frequencies can be also normalized using \( f a/c_{\text{host}} \), where \( f \) is the frequency. Thus, a scale-model in water and in the ultrasonic regime is proposed for the experimental measurements. The real-scale dimensions in air and in the audible sound regime are given in Section 6. Note we selected water as the host fluid to maintain constant the ratio between the viscous boundary layer and the lattice step in both situations. See Section 6 for further details.

2.2. Definition of parameters

We use two parameters to evaluate the diffusion of sound by the analysed structures: the diffusion coefficient and the Insertion Loss (IL). The first one is a single index which gauges the uniformity of the polar response. The second one measures the noise reduction level in the near field area.

2.2.1. Diffusion coefficient

The diffusion coefficient, \( \delta \), is derived from the polar scattered field. If the polar response is evaluated at \( n \) points equally spaced over test specimen, the diffusion coefficient is calculated as [13]

\[
\delta = \frac{\left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} I_i \right)^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{n} I_i^2}{(n - 1) \sum_{i=1}^{n} I_i^2},
\]

where \( I_i \) is the sound intensity of the reflected sound at the \( i \)-th polar location. The diffusion coefficient is bounded, ranging from \( \delta = 0 \) (the sample scatters all acoustic energy
Figure 2: (a) Definition of the problem: A plane wave impinging the structure made of a SC placed a distance \( h \) over a flat rigid backing. The transversal length of the system is \( L \), in such a way that \( L = n \times a \), where \( n \) is the number of columns in the SC and \( a \) is the lattice constant, i.e., the distance between scatterers. The scatterers are square rods of side length \( l \). (b) Configuration used as a reference by changing the SC by a rigid flat reflector. (c) SC placed in a rigidly-backed cavity.

only in one direction) to \( \delta = 1 \) (waves are scattered in every direction with the same amplitude).

The normalized diffusion coefficient, \( \delta_n \), is evaluated as

\[
\delta_n = \frac{\delta - \delta_{\text{ref}}}{1 - \delta_{\text{ref}}},
\]

where \( \delta \) and \( \delta_{\text{ref}} \) are respectively the diffusion coefficients for the test structure, i.e., the SC, and for a reference flat reflector of the same overall size than the SC, respectively, both calculated using Eq. (1). The normalized diffusion coefficient \( \delta_n \) gives the diffusion coefficient of the structure showing the differences with respect to a perfectly-reflecting flat reflector: when \( \delta_n = 0 \), the whole structure behaves like the reference flat reflector, and when \( \delta_n > 0 \) \( (\delta_n < 0) \), it has a bigger (smaller) coefficient diffusion than that of the reference flat reflector.

2.2.2. Insertion Loss

A common method used to characterize linear systems in many fields is the IL. A general definition is the loss of signal power resulting from the insertion of a device in a transmission line. In the context of acoustics, the IL is defined as the difference in sound pressure levels measured before and after a barrier or silencer installed in the line between the source and the receiver [3]. This magnitude represents the attenuation provided by the insertion of a structure between the noise source and the receiver, and it is an estimation of reduction of the transmitted acoustic energy.

In the problem considered here, the noise source is located at the same side as the receiver. The IL of a structure following this configuration indicates the reduction of the reflected energy. We aim to characterize the difference in the pressure field in the region between the noise source and the SCs. As a consequence, we propose to use a natural extension of the original definition of the IL, but here in reflection. In order to evaluate the efficiency for sound mitigation of a SC, the IL in reflection is calculated as the difference (in dB) between the total sound pressure level measured in a reference situation, \( P_{\text{ref}} \), as shown in Fig. 2 (b), with respect to the total sound pressure level measured when the SC has been placed at the same position, \( P_{\text{SC}} \), as shown in Fig. 2 (c), which is given by

\[
IL_{[\text{dB}]} = 10\log_{10} \frac{|P_{\text{ref}}|^2}{|P_{\text{SC}}|^2} = L_{\text{ref}} - L_{\text{SC}},
\]

where \( L_{\text{ref}} \) and \( L_{\text{SC}} \) are the sound pressure levels of the reference flat reflector and the SC respectively. It is assumed that the incident field emitted by the source in both configurations is identical. As we will emphasize later, the IL is a function of both, frequency and space, and we will present results considering the integration with respect to each of these two variables.

3. Sound diffusion by sonic crystals: from surface to bulk effects

We start analysing numerically the diffusion coefficient of a single SC. The numerical results are obtained by solving the acoustic wave equation assuming harmonic time-dependence using the Finite Element Method (FEM), which is applied for a two-dimensional case. The spatial domain is surrounded by Perfectly Matched Layers (PML). The scatterers are assumed acoustically rigid (infinite impedance), corresponding to Neumann boundary conditions at the interface with the fluid. The incident field was generated by a plane wave travelling towards the SC at normal incidence. The scattered far-field is calculated in a semi-circumference of radius \( R \) centred in the sample and using the far-field transformation [13]. In this Section we study only the presence of the crystal, without the cavity. The interest of this Section is to show the effects of the crystal itself on the diffusion coefficient. We will investigate the dependence of the normalized diffusion coefficient, \( \delta_n \), for several configurations made from \( m = 1 \) to \( m = 5 \) rows in a square lattice crystal of \( n = 17 \).
Figure 3: Scattering by a SC structure with a $F = 0.49$. (a)-(e) show the scattered far-field for the structures made of $m = 1$ to $m = 5$ rows respectively, with $n = 17$. (f) Shows the normalized diffusion coefficients for the five structures, arrows show the effects of the Fabry-Pérot (low frequencies), periodicity (medium frequencies) and diffraction order (high frequencies). Black, red, blue, dashed red and dashed blue lines represent the $\delta_n$ for the structures made of $17 \times 1$, $17 \times 2$, $17 \times 3$, $17 \times 4$ and $17 \times 5$ scatterers respectively. (g)-(k) show the zoom in the low frequency regime for the case from 1 to 5 rows respectively to analyse the Fabry-Pérot resonances.

Columns, as shown schematically in Fig. 2(a). The SC is characterized by a filling fraction of $F = 0.49$.

Figures 3 (a-e) show the scattered far-fields for the structures made of $m = 1$ to $m = 5$ rows, respectively, being the width equal to $n = 17$ columns in all cases. In comparison with the diffusion of a reference flat reflector, the SC introduces a complex scattered field, which as we will see, increases the diffusion coefficient of the system. We observe that the scattered field has a component along the incident direction, $0^\circ$, which gives the specular behaviour of the structure. Non-specular components emerge along other directions which are the result of the reflection of waves due to two effects: the periodicity and finite size of the SC. In fact, there is a combination of the periodicity in the surface (interface SC-surrounding medium), the periodicity in the bulk of the SC, and the finite size of the crystal. The first one, produces the high order diffraction modes, due to the diffraction grating character of the surface [23], which are represented in the scattered far-field by the branches at angles different than the specular one. The second one, produces the modulation of the field along these branches, at frequencies related with the periodicity. The third one, introduces modulation of the scattered field at low frequencies.

In order to see all of these effects, we study the normalized diffusion coefficient for each structure. Figure 3 (f) shows the normalized diffusion coefficient $\delta_n$ for each structure. Black, red, blue, dashed red and dashed blue lines represent the $\delta_n$ for the structures made of $17 \times 1$, $17 \times 2$, $17 \times 3$, $17 \times 4$ and $17 \times 5$ scatterers, respectively. First of all, we notice that $\delta_n$ is bigger than 0 for the whole range of frequencies, so the diffusion produced by the SC is bigger than that of a flat rigid surface. In addition, we can differentiate three ranges of frequencies (marked with arrows in Fig. 3 (f)) where the diffusion coefficient is highly increased with respect to a reference flat reflector. We see an increase at low frequencies (normalized frequencies lower than 0.25), other around the region of $fa/c_{host} = 0.6$ and finally another one around $fa/c_{host} = 1$.

At low frequencies, we see that the peaks of diffusion highly depend on the number of rows in the structure. To explain these peaks we need to consider the crystal as an equivalent fluid characterized by [24]

$$c_{eff} = \frac{c_{host}}{\sqrt{1+F}},$$
$$\rho_{eff} = \frac{\rho_{host}}{1+F}.\tag{4}$$

$c_{eff}$ and $\rho_{eff}$ are the effective velocity and density of the crystal in the range of frequencies lower than $fa/c_{host} = 0.25$ (low frequency regime or also homogenization regime [24]). If we consider the system made by $m$ rows, the crystal behaves like a slab of width $ma$, then considering the sound velocity $c_{eff}$ one can predict $m - 1$ resonances, known as Fabry-Pérot (FP) resonances, due to the finite width of the crystal, given by $f_r = c_{eff}/(2ma)$. For one
row, the resonance peak is out of the range of homogenization, so we do not predict any peak as shown in Fig. 3 (g). For the rest of the structures (from 2 to 5 rows) we can predict different resonances depending on the width of the structure. For 2 rows, one sees 1 peak [Fig. 3 (h)]; for 3 rows, one sees 2 peaks [Fig. 3 (i)]; 4 rows, one sees 3 peaks [Fig. 3 (j)]; 5 rows, one predicts 4 peaks [Fig. 3 (k)] but the last one is out of the homogenization range, so it is strongly reduced by the diffraction of the structure.

For frequencies around $f a/c_{host} = 0.4$ we see in Fig. 3 (f) that there is a deep in the diffusion coefficient produced by the presence of the band gap of the structure, due to the specular character of the reflections in the band gap as the SC behaves as a flat panel. For frequencies around $f a/c_{host} = 0.6$ a peak of diffusion is present for all the structures, whose frequency is independent of the number of columns and rows. This peak corresponds to the diffusion produced due to the impedance mismatch between the host material and the second propagating band of the SC. Moreover we see that the value of the diffusion coefficient corresponding to this peak increases as one increases the number of rows of the crystal. This is due to the fact that as the number of rows of the simulated crystal grows it approximates to the ideal case in which the structure is infinite and effects related to periodicity are enhanced.

Finally, around $fa/c_{host} \approx 1$ we observe also a peak of the diffusion coefficient. This peak is related with the periodicity of the first row, which introduces the high diffraction orders due to the grating at the interface between the air and the SC. Particularly, this peak can be related to the well known Wood’s anomalies in periodic structures [25].

In conclusion, three mechanisms can be used to reduce the direct component of the reflected wave on the specular direction considering only the diffusion produced by a SC: (i) the Fabry-Perot resonances due to the finite width of the structure, (ii) the particular diffractive properties characteristic of the second propagating band of the SC, and (iii) the high diffraction orders due to the diffraction grating present at the interface between the air and the SC.

4. Experimental setup

4.1. Subscaled system and data acquisition

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 4. It consists of a source (ultrasonic transducer), a receiver (hydrophone) and, as we will discuss later in the Section 6, a simplified mock-up of the Vega launch pad (ZL “Zone de Lancement”) at the European Space Agency’s Spaceport in French Guiana [22], made of a metallic plate (iron). The experimental setup is immersed in a water tank made of Plexiglass. For practical convenience the acoustic setup is aligned horizontally with respect of the bottom of the tank without relevance in the results as gravity plays no role. The receiver is a miniature probe omnidirectional hydrophone specifically designed as a standard reference hydrophone for high frequencies, in the range $[10 − 800]$ kHz. Both emitter and receiver have linear responses in the range of frequencies and amplitudes of the experiment. The dimensions of the water tank are big enough to avoid reflected waves on their walls by using the appropriate temporal window in the signal processing. A 3D positioning acquisition system is used to scan the measurement planes as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Two planes are measured. First, a sagittal plane ($y − z$ plane labelled as “scan NF” in Fig. 4 (b)), of size $160 \times 80$ mm, which is scanned in steps of 0.5 mm. This plane is used to calculate the IL. A smaller centred window of $60 \times 30$ mm in this plane is the region of interest ($ROI$). It is the target region in which the noise reduction is to be obtained, and it is used to provide spatially integrated values of the IL. Second, a transversal area ($x − y$ plane labelled as “scan FF” in Fig. 4 (b)) of size $140 \times 140$ mm is scanned in steps of 0.5 mm, i.e., covering the SC area. This second scanned plane is used to calculate the polar scattering of the structure in the far-field by using a Fraunhofer-Fourier integration [13]. Then, the diffusion coefficient is calculated by using Eqs. (1-2). The acoustic magnitudes are analysed in the working frequency range $[200 − 800]$ kHz.

The acoustic response on reflection of the system is evaluated in the working frequency range using the impulse response measurement technique [26]. It allows us both the separation of incident and reflected waves by windowing in the time domain and a signal-to-noise ratio that is significantly high. A sine-sweep signal frequency is generated and emitted by the transducer covering the whole working frequency range. The response signal is captured by the receiver (hydrophone) and the impulse response of the system is obtained by the convolution of the emitted signal inverted in time and the response signal experimentally measured [26].

In order to study the acoustic performance of the SCs, two different configurations have been measured:

1. SCs configuration: SCs with the scatterers aligned perpendicular to the direction of the channel, see Fig. 2 (c). The backing cavity dimensions are $h = 79$ mm, $L = 100$ mm, and $L_e = 3L$.

2. Reference configuration: A flat reflector with the same dimensions as the SCs, see Fig. 2 (b), used as a reference for the analysis of the reflected pressure field.

4.2. Analysed samples

Four different SC structures have been designed and manufactured as test samples for the experiments (see Fig. 4 (c-f)). The structures are made of parallel metallic squared rods acting as sound rigid scatterers arranged in square (S) and triangular (T) lattices and with two different filling fractions ($F$), high ($H$) and low ($L$), leading to four combinations: Square lattice-Low filling fraction (SL, $F = 9.6\%$), Square lattice-High filling fraction (SH, $F = 39\%$), Triangular lattice-Low filling fraction (TL,
Figure 4: (a) Photograph of the experimental setup including the acoustic source (ultrasonic transducer), the receiver (hydrophone) and the channel. (b) 3D schematic of the experimental setup. The measurement plane is represented in red and the region of interest (ROI), delimited by a red dashed line, is used to provide spatially integrated values of the acoustic magnitudes. Lattice geometry of the four 2D SCs designed and manufactured: (c) Square lattice-Low filling fraction (SL), (d) Square lattice-High filling fraction (SH), (e) Triangular lattice-Low filling fraction (TL), (f) Triangular lattice-High filling fraction (TH).

Figure 5: (a-c) Scattering polar response for the sonic crystal (TL) at frequencies $f = [360, 500, 660]$ kHz respectively. Colormap in $10\log_{10}|p/p_{max}|$. (d-f) Corresponding scattered field for the reference flat reflector. (g) Normalized diffusion coefficient of the four SC, $\delta_n$, normalized to the diffusion coefficient of the reference flat reflector, $\delta_0$.

$F = 11.1 \%$ and Triangular lattice-High filling fraction (TH, $F = 35.1 \%$). They have been fabricated in titanium using an Additive Manufacturing process known as Selective Laser Melting (SLM) [27]. Titanium has an acoustic impedance of 18.8 times the impedance of water. Therefore it could be considered as an acoustically rigid material. The samples were produced on a Concept M2 Laser Cusing Machine with a 200 W laser. Figures 4 (c-f) show the type of unit cells of each structure by showing a section in the plane normal to the rods. The lattice constant is the same for all the crystals: $a = 1.45$ mm. This value has been chosen to provide a band gap centred approximately at 500 kHz. The total size of all the SCs is $8 \times 100 \times 100$ mm. The rest of the dimensions are depicted in Figs. 4 (c-f).

5. Results

5.1. Diffusion of acoustic waves by SCs

We start showing the scattering features of the SCs in the far-field. The scattered acoustic waves in the far-field provide information about the direction of the acoustic waves reflected by the structures. The scattered field is shown in Fig. 5 (a-c) for the TL configuration and in Fig. 5 (d-f) for the reference flat reflector, measured at three frequencies $f = 360, 500$ and $660$ kHz, covering the frequency region of the FP modes, the BG frequencies and the diffractive regime respectively, i.e., the three contributions to the diffusion that we previously identified in the numerical study shown in Section 3. First, for frequencies below the BG, e.g. at $360$ kHz, waves are scattered by the structure in others directions while in the specular direction the energy is reduced, as it is shown in Fig. 5 (a). The SC scatters more energy in non-specular directions than the reference flat reflector, shown in Fig. 5 (d).
corresponding diffusion coefficient, normalized to the diffusion coefficient of the reference flat reflector, is shown in Fig. 5 (g). As the coefficient is greater than 0, the SC is efficient to spread the acoustic energy non-specularly in this frequency band. This first frequency regime corresponds to the FP resonances between the SC and the backing cavity. Second, at frequencies around the BG frequency ($\lambda \approx a/2$), i.e., around 500 kHz, waves cannot propagate through the periodic structure and energy is reflected back. The structure behaves almost as a rigid flat reflector, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) and Fig. 5 (e), respectively. Due the strong specular backscattering produced by Bragg interferences, a dip in the diffusion coefficient is observed. In this regime the diffusion of sound produced by the SC is of the order of the flat reflector. Note that due to the finite size of the structure (6 rows) and due to the existence of the backing cavity, not all the energy is specularly reflected and as a consequence, for the TL sample, the minimum normalized diffusion coefficient reaches a value of $\delta_n = 0.13$. Finally, above the BG frequency, i.e. for frequencies of about $\lambda \approx a$, waves experience strong diffraction. In this regime the scattering of acoustic waves is remarkably different from the one of a flat reflector, as it is shown in Figs. 5 (c,f) for 660 kHz. The multiple scattering between the rows that compose the SC produces a complex scattering pattern that evenly distributes the reflected acoustic energy in a broad range of directions, as it is shown in Fig. 5 (c). Thus, the diffusion coefficient in this frequency regime present a peak value of $\delta_n = 0.24$ for the TL configuration.

The rest of configurations measured, SH, TH, SL, present a similar performance and their scattering properties can also be roughly divided in the three regimes previously described. The diffusion coefficient as a function of the frequency is shown in Fig. 5 (g). First, for frequencies below the BG, a big difference is observed in the diffusion coefficient for the SH and TH samples. For the SH case, at normal incidence, certain part of an incident wave can travel through the crystal without facing any obstacle, while in the TH sample, due to the geometry of the unit cell, any part of the incident wave will be able to propagate through the crystal without facing any obstacle (see the geometry of the unit cells in Figs. 4(d, f)). Hence, the TH sample reflects a big part of the incident wave, despite being at frequencies below the BG, while the SH sample allows the wave to pass through and the dispersion effects of the crystal arise, resulting in much higher values of the diffusion coefficient. In order to compare the effect of the filling fraction, we describe the results between the same kind of unit cell, describing the square lattice samples, SL, SH. For the former, the system is mostly transparent and the reflected wave comes mostly from the bottom of the cavity, which is a flat surface, producing a very small value of the diffusion coefficient. While for the latter, as mentioned previously, dispersion effects are playing their role in a much more intensive manner. Multiple internal non-specular reflections are caused between the SCs and the cavity due to the anisotropic propagation in the SCs. Thus, the directions of the waves when they come out of the structure are tilted in a broad range of angles, increasing the value of the normalized diffusion coefficient. At BG frequencies all the structures present a dip in the diffusion caused by the Bragg interferences: the energy inside the cavity is reduced and waves are reflected in a quasi-specular manner. The dip in the frequency-dependent diffusion produced by the BG is more pronounced for SCs having higher filling fractions, as the SH (dashed red curve in Fig. 5 (g)). Finally, at higher frequencies, in the diffractive frequency regime, the multiple scattering between the rods increases the complexity.

Figure 6: Spatial distribution of the IL corresponding to the four SC structures tested integrated in frequency: (a) SL, (b) SH, (c) TL, (d) TH.
in the propagation: the strongly anisotropic propagation inside the SC produces a scattering pattern which is more omnidirectional than the reference flat reflector. Again, structures with lower filling fraction present more uniform scattering patterns, i.e., higher diffusion coefficients. In particular, the TL sample presents the highest value of the diffusion coefficient and the best frequency broadband behaviour of all SCs analysed in this work.

5.2. Noise reduction of the specular waves around the sound source location (near field)

The situation in the near field is analysed here. For that purpose, the IL in reflection, as introduced in Subsection 2.2.2, is used. Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of IL integrated in frequency for all the SCs experimentally tested. Each point represents the value of IL integrated in the working frequency range, [200 – 800] kHz. It is worth noting here that the measured area shown in the four insets of Fig. 6 corresponds precisely to the red rectangle shown in the 3D schematic of the experimental setup (see Fig. 4(b)). Moreover, lower z values represent points located closer to the acoustic source, while higher z values represent points closer to the SC (the origin of coordinates is located in the centre of the radiating surface of the ultrasonic transducer, as shown in Fig. 4(b)). Positive values plotted in blue correspond to measurement points in which the total field in the configuration with the SC sample is lower than the total field of the reference configuration. As a consequence, the SC scatters waves through other directions rather than the specular one and a noise reduction is produced. On the contrary, for areas in red IL values are negative and the sound pressure level, in the configuration with the SC, is higher than that of the reference configuration. It is observed that the central region of the measurement area is predominantly blue for all the SCs tested, especially in the region corresponding to the ROI (see Figure 4(b)). It is noticed that an asymmetry in the spatial distribution of the IL for all the four samples is observed. This is due to a small misalignment of the samples with respect to the x-y plane. These results indicate that, due to the particular scattering properties of the SCs, there is an important spatial spreading of the acoustic energy in the near field of the SCs. Moreover, it is clearly observed how the SCs having lower filling fraction present higher dispersion, especially in the case of the triangular unit cell and low filling fraction (TL), as shown in Fig. 6(c). A more detailed description of the influence of the filling fraction requires the analysis of particular frequency ranges and it is presented below.

A different analysis of the experimental results is performed evaluating the spatial integration in the ROI of the IL, showing in this case the variation in frequency. In Fig. 7 grey bars represent the IL integrated over the ROI in frequency bands, and the red bar shows the overall value of the IL integrated both in space and frequency. A common pattern for all structures is that they present lower values of IL at frequencies in the band gap (around 500 kHz). However, following the same trend observed previously in the case of the diffusion coefficient, at frequencies laying in the BG, structures with higher filling fraction manifest more clearly the specular character of the reflection. To further illustrate these differences between the reflection produced at BG frequencies, Supplementary Videos 1 and 2 showing the propagation and reflection of a burst sinusoidal signal composed of 8 cycles and frequency f = 500 kHz are provided for two of the tested samples, SH [28], and TL [29]. For both cases, the videos show the comparison of a travelling pulse reflecting at the SC and the same pulse reflecting at the reference flat reflector. The reflection caused by the sample SH is very similar to the reference flat reflector, i.e., specular, causing a minimum value of the IL (see Fig. 7(b)). On the contrary, the low filling fraction of the sample TL, combined with its finite size, reduces the manifestation of the BG effects, causing a less specular reflection, resulting in higher values of the IL at that frequency in the ROI (see Fig. 7(c)). For frequencies above the BG, corresponding to the second propagative band of the triangular lattice SCs, a strong non-specular reflection is observed, resulting in high IL values (see frequencies above 600 kHz in Fig. 7(c), d), for instance). However, for the SCs with the square lattice, the IL at these frequencies decreases due to the spatial filtering effect [30] (see frequencies above 600 kHz in Fig. 7(a, b)). Supplementary Video 3 shows the non-specular reflection caused by a burst sinusoidal signal composed of 8 cycles at a frequency f = 650 kHz, which corresponds to the second propagating band of the crystal, impinging the sample TL, in comparison to the reflection at the reference flat reflector [31]. Globally, results presented in Fig. 7 show that the filling fraction has more influence than the type of unit cell in the IL: the highest IL values are found for the structures with low filling fraction, being the type of unit cell not so relevant. A IL value of around 2 dB is observed for all the samples. Finally, the highest acoustic field reduction among the analysed configurations (IL = 2.2 dB) is achieved by the SC with low
6. Discussion for aerospace applications

The launch of rockets or space shuttles is an extreme event, in which the involved physical conditions (temperature, gas flow, pressure) exceed those in conventional situations by orders of magnitude [32]. In particular, the exhaust plume from a rocket engine generates severe acoustic waves, which cause acoustic and vibration loading on the ground structures and vehicle payload. Unlike other physical processes involved at the launch site, the acoustic environment and the noise level control at the launch site has received much less attention since the design is primarily focused on solving two other important problems: channeling of exhaust gases and withstanding extreme heat. However, the acoustic loads experienced by the launch vehicle occur with strong interaction between the rocket and the launch facility, therefore putting at risk the mission with potentially high economic cost. Thus, the prediction and reduction of the acoustic levels in the near field of the launch vehicle is an important factor that should be taken into consideration early in the design process of the space launch complex. Recent studies show the relevance of the noise reduction problem in the launch pad, since it is predicted to improve the reliability and operations of future launchers [15, 16, 17, 18, 19].

During the lit-off, the airborne sound generated by the exhaust stream of the rocket engine can be separated in its direct component (radiating directly from the flame deflector) and the reflected one due to the interaction of the sound waves with both the flame deflector and the launch pad structures. Both components can be transmitted into the interior of the rocket mainly via re-radiation from the vibrating walls. There is considerable literature predicting and proposing technologies for the mitigation of aircraft noise [33, 34]. Some strategies act inside the fairing by using dampers, [35, 36, 37] or by using active materials [38, 39] with the main objective of reducing the structureborne noise in the rocket [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Others act externally, at the level of the launch pad, in order to reduce both the direct and the reflected components of the airborne sound. The most commonly applied is the injection of pressurised water flow [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. This consists of water jets released by systems installed on the pads, with the purpose of absorbing enough sound to reduce the direct component of the jet noise, achieving levels just below the design requirements. Others mechanisms are based on the optimisation of the shape of the flame deflector in order to reduce the back reflected component of the airborne sound waves [20, 21]. In this work we presented a proof of concept to reduce the reflected acoustic energy by using SCs placed over a cavity. The motivation of this work was the first attempt to develop large-scale passive structures to reduce the reflected acoustic energy for aerospace applications. In particular, the analysed samples were designed with a scale factor of 1:60 with respect to the Vega launch pad (ZL “Zone de Lancement”) at the European Space Agency’s Spaceport in French Guiana [22], operated by Arianespace SA. In the real-world scale, the SCs are made by 6 × 70 metal beams of \( L_{RW} = 6 \) m length separated periodically \( a_{RW} = 8.7 \) cm, each one of \( h_{RW} = 4.8 \) cm thickness for TH and SH samples (\( h_{RW} = 2.7 \) cm for TL and SL samples). The cavity, of \( L_{RW} = 6 \) m width and \( h_{RW} = 4.2 \) m height, corresponds to a minimal-complexity scaled model of the exhaust-gas duct of the Vega ZL, see Ref. [22] for further details. This gives a frequency scaling factor of 1:250, being the frequency range studied covering from 800 to 3200 Hz. It is worth noting here that a smaller scale model would allow to study a lower frequency regime, e.g. from 250 to 500 Hz, but this was out of the available precision for the titanium 3D printing machine. On the other hand, water was selected as the host fluid to maintain the scale of the thermoviscous losses inside the SC: the current scaling provides a ratio of 1:1.08 between the ratio of the viscous boundary-layer length and the lattice step in the real-scale problem (air) and in the corresponding one in the scale model (water). Note the corresponding scaling in air would lead to visco-thermal losses more than one order of magnitude bigger then in the scale model with respect to the real-scale problem and, therefore, the IL performance would be overestimated due to acoustic absorption.

Although this proof of concept allows to understand the reflection characteristics of the SCs and to prove the deflection of sound in non-specular directions, the considered problem is greatly simplified and there are some important factors in the experimental conditions that are far from the real conditions in the launchpad. Hence, they should be taken into account in future studies, including: (i) In the current experiments, the acoustic source was a highly directive beam placed over the top of the cavity, while during the launch, the aeroacoustic source of noise is spatially distributed along the hot gases from the engine plume and also inside the exhaust-gas ducts [53]. (ii) The frequency content of the incident field used in the experiments was limited to two octave bands. (iii) The vibro-acoustic coupling between the host fluid and the metal beams that composes the SCs is stronger in water than in air. However, note that during launch water deluge systems can be combined with SCs, improving the vibro-acoustic coupling between the host fluid and the SCs scatterers. (iv) The extreme amplitude of the acoustic waves during the lit-off involves highly nonlinear acoustic propagation and turbulent fluids with extreme pressure, density and temperature gradients. All these important factors imply that, once the first proof of concept has been realized in this scale model, further experimental tests under more realistic conditions are to be performed in order to validate experimentally SCs in a real-scale situation as a solution to deflect acoustic energy and reduce acoustic loading during lift-off.
7. Conclusions

The reflection performance of Sonic Crystals (SC) has been presented numerically and experimentally. The reduction of the reflected energy and the diffusion coefficients of four SCs with different unit cells and filling fractions have been measured in a water tank in a scale-model and in the ultrasonic regime. Under these conditions, the main effect of the SCs is to distribute the acoustic energy evenly in space. The measured diffusion coefficient reaches values of 0.25, while the IL is close to 2 dB in a frequency band covering two octaves. This represents a decrease of the 37% of the acoustic energy in front of the structures.

The results show that SCs can reduce broadband noise levels at the location of an acoustic source due to the reduction of the specular reflection and the deflection of acoustic waves in other directions. The fact that the SCs are structured and inhomogeneous media, as well as the propagation inside them is strongly dispersive and anisotropic, is at the root of the non-specular reflection, mainly responsible to the noise reduction mechanism shown here.

The proof of concept presented here is the first attempt to apply SCs as a solution to reduce the acoustic load during the lift-off of launch vehicles for aerospace applications. The placement of SCs on the top of the channel for exhausting gases can remove energy in the region where the launcher is placed, acting on the sound waves that are reflected by the launchpad. Although SCs are revealed as a feasible solution to be explored for noise mitigation at launchpads, its behaviour for sound damping can be strongly improved including other effects like local resonances or by optimizing the geometry of the SCs to maximize the viscothermal and viscoelastic losses. Moreover, SCs are open structures that allow the pass of fluids, therefore there are compatible with other damping mechanisms already used in the launch pads as water deluge systems. However, due to the extreme complexity of the problem and the limitations of the scale-model presented, further experimental research in experimental conditions closer to the real-scale situation is needed.
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